
 

 

Tuesday Exiles – Winter 2017/2018 
 

Week Thirty-four 

 

Five weeks to go and Fifty Shades remain in pole position after a 6-2 win against 

Trouble and Strike, taking the first two games. Trouble and Strike fought 

back to take the last game but Fifty Shades took the over-all to stay 10 points 

clear at the top. Mark Ten‘s 8-0 win over Pair of Crackers move them to within 

touching distance of the top, in what was a very close game, Mark Ten took all 

three games by small margins, the first by 8 pins, the second by 4 pins and the 

third by 2 pins to record their third 8-0 win in a row. Generation Gap remain in 

third with a 6-2 win over Phoenix, getting off to a great start Generation Gap 

took the first game by 151 pins with Nick Spivey hitting 214 and Leanne Spivey 

hitting 220. Phoenix then took over, taking the next game with ease as 

Generation Gap came crashing down. The last game ended up being very close as 

Generation Gap snatched it at the last by just 2 pins. Leanne finishing with a 

seasons best 564 – 93 over average. 

Wipeout and Shambles drew 4-4 with Shambles taking the first two games. 

Wipeout‘s Dave Cox then went mad, hitting 232 including 5 strikes in a row to 

take the last game for Wipeout and snatch the over-all by 12 pins. Dave finishing 

with 53 over average. We Woz Robbed beat Just the One! 8-0 in another 

match with two close games, We Woz Robbed took the first game by 3 pins and 

the second by 7 pins, with Steve Tucker hitting 209. Into the last and Steve hit 

234 to take the points and the match, finishing with a seasons best 592 – 94 over 

average.  

 


